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Titanic. Just the name evokes tales of the doomed ship that have captivated people of all ages for

more than 100 years.Â Early readers will enjoy this exciting account of the world's most famous

disaster-at-sea and the discovery of it's remains many years later.Â Step 4 books are perfect for

independent readers who are confident with simple sentences and are just starting to tackle

paragraphs.Â From the Trade Paperback edition.
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Ever since the movie came out, my 2nd grade students have had a fascination with Titanic. You

couldn't ask for a better book than this to describe the ship, the passengers and the human pride

and frailties that led to the sinking. This book is well-written enough that it is easy for young minds to

understand and complex enough to keep them entranced. Even adults will find it interesting and,

between you and your kids, your copy will probably be read to shreds in no time!

This fabulous children's book recounts with wonderful illustrations and simple language the tragic



and familiar story of the Titanic. When the movie came out my children (then 5 and 8) were not

allowed to watch it (why ask for nightmares? ). This book, carefully written with attention to detail,

was sufficient to satisfy their need to know about this event in a manner that was sensitive,

appropriate and accurate. There is even a picture in the first chapter that shows a cut-away style

picture of how the ship was set-up: "Fancy rooms" on the top decks, swimming pool and squash

courts at the bottom, and all kinds of rooms in between. Someday my children will be old enough to

handle the feelings that the movie evokes, but until then, (since we live in Washington State) I want

to be able to use a ferry once in a while! I'm very thankful for this well written, historical children's

book!

I was sad when the men died and it was not fair for the poor people when they tried to get saved.

The Titanic couldn't get past the iceberg because there was a wall of icebergs. There was another

ship nearby, but they didn't understand that the Titanic was sinking. I am eight years old.

My 7-year-old read this (with a little help), and we were both fascinated. The story is told accurately

but with sensitivity to the age level. It satisfied my son's curiosity, and he understood what a tragedy

it was, without being overwhelmed with horrifying details. It was explained what went wrong, and

there was reassurance that we had learned from the mistakes. And I liked the follow-up about how

Robert Ballard and his crew found the Titanic years later.Great illustrations, too, showing period

clothing, etc.This is a really nice little book that seems to me appropriate in all ways for kids about

age 7-9. And if you're getting this, go ahead and get "Moonwalk" by the same author. That one was

downright exciting.

This is a level 4 reader, so expect awhile to get thru it. I read most of it to my kids, as it got pretty

long. The love he story of the Titanic but we're both close to tears by the end of the book. We own

several Step into Reading readers and they are all good quality and hold up to years of use! Great,

accurate story of the Titanic.

These are great books for children learning to read and for children who don't like to read "long:

books. Also these books have a ton of information in them that keep my children interested on

reading to the next page. I find that my children will read these books over and over again.

I used this in homeschool to combine reading and history. I expected my ten-year-old to read a



chapter a day and once she sat down with it, she read the whole thing. It was easy to understand at

her level anytime I can get her excited about learning is great. I use these books often when home

schooling.

My son enjoyed this book and it was just right for his level. A little difficult, but not too hard that he

couldn't get through it, and was able to learn from it. This one got him interested in the topic.
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